Visualising governments to be a source of inspiration is not an easy task. However, using the method of observation, absorption and reflection, as the author have called in his earlier "Handbook of Inspiration Economy" can smoothen this exploration journey ride.

In this series of Inspiration Economy, we shed a light on the future of Inspiring Governments. The author focus first on the history of governments productivity and with direct focus on competitiveness. The concept of scarcity and abundance in the practices of government are compared to inspiring governments. The book argues about the importance of 'inspiring government' in the near future for better stability and sustainable reviving society. Inspiration role in creating lean, learning, innovative, quality of life governments are being compared. Inspirational competitiveness and government innovation are discussed in relevance to building more agile and totally engaged governments. The book discusses the mechanisms and sources of inspiration in government and even give examples on indicators. The citizens expectations and mind-set during an inspiration based economy are also reviewed. The book is full of examples of future expected practices of inspiring governments which serves as a kick start for further studies in this area.
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We thank all those that expressed their interest in contributing to this handbook, but couldn't do so due to limitation of time and we promise that the next series would cover more collaborative work from leading Scholars in the different disciplines and from all the continents – representing the latest thoughts, practices, initiatives, projects and research in relevance to the field of Inspiring Governments. Also, we would like to thank those whom manage to contribute some important Inspiration economy practices or thoughts and where their names are mentioned in beginning of the chapter.
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